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The University of Nebraska at Omaha 
August Commencement 1999 
Commencement 
University of Nebraska at Omaha 
Civic Auditorium 
August 14, 1999 
9:30 a.m. 
...to those who dedicate their lives to 
the high calling of instruction 
to all students who shall here 
learn to earn a living 
and to live a cultured life 
not as two processes 
but as one ... 
PROGRAM 
PRELUDE 
"The Londonderry Air" arr. Roberts 
PROCESSIONAL 
"Pomp & Circumstance March No. 1" Elgar 
Palladium Brass Quintet 
Please rise when the academic procession enters. 
MASTER OF CEREMONIES Vice Chancellor Derek Hodgson 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
"The Star Spangled Banner" Key 
Please join us in song led by 
Mr. Dave Edmonds 
Junior, Vocal Music Education Major 
CHANCELLOR'S WELCOME Chancellor Nancy Belck 
STUDENT ADDRESS Ms. Ruth Ann Leacock 
"Listening Well" 
PRESENTATION OF CITATION FOR ALUMNUS ACHIEVEMENT Mr. Michael Jones 
Chairman, UNO Alumni Association Board of Directors 
To: Ms. Kathleen Dodge 
PRESENTATION OF THE CHANCELLOR S MEDAL Chancellor Nancy Belck 
To: Dr. James R. Saker 
Mr. Robert W. Welk 
ORDER OF THE TOWER AWARD Chancellor Nancy Belck 
Recipient: Mr. C.R. "Bob" Bell 
PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREE Chancellor Nancy Belck 
Doctor of Science to Dr. Denham Harman 
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS Dr. Shelton Hendricks 
"Rights, Privileges and Responsibilities" 
INTRODUCTION OF ACADEMIC DEANS Dr. Derek Hodgson 
Vice Chancellor, Academic Affairs 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES Academic Deans 
AND 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES Chancellor Nancy Belck 
Doctor of Philosophy and Master's Associate Vice Chancellor Christine Reed 
Bachelor's 
Arts and Sciences Dean John Flocken 
Engineering and Technology Associate Dean Paul A. Seaburg 
Education Dean John Christensen 
Business Administration Dean Stanley J. Hille 
Continuing Studies Interim Dean Larry Winkler 
Public Affairs and Community Service Dean David W. Hinton 
Fine Arts Dean Karen White 
Human Resources and Family Sciences Interim Assistant Dean Fayrene Hamouz 
Information Science & Technology Interim Dean Thomas E. McClung 
CLOSING Vice Chancellor Derek Hodgson 
RECESSIONAL 
"Pomp & Circumstance March No. 2" Elgar 
For the safety and convenience of our guests and out of respect for our graduates, we ask that members of the audience refrain 
from leaving their seats, congregating near the stage or exiting prior to the close of our ceremonies. A professional 
photographer and videographer will record graduates as they cross the stage. These photos and tapes are available from the 
vendors. Thank you for your cooperation. 
PLATFORM PARTY 
I. Dr. Nancy Belck 2. Dr. Derek Hodgson 
Chancellor Vice Chancellor 
University of Nebraska at Omaha Academic Affairs 
3. Dr. Denham Harman 4. Dr. Shelton Hendricks 
Honorary Degree Recipient Commencement Speaker 
5. Dr. James R. Buck 6. Mr. Gary Carrico 
Vice Chancellor Vice Chancellor 
University Affairs & Communications Business & Finance 
7. Mr. C. R. "Bob" Bell 8. Dr. Christine Reed 
Order of the Tower Recipient Associate Vice Chancellor for Research & 
Dean of Graduate Studies 
9. Dr. James R. Saker 10. Mr. Robert W. Welk 
Chancellor's Medal Recipient Chancellor's Medal Recipient 
II . Ms. Kathleen Dodge 12. Mr. Michael Jones 
Citation for Alumnus Achievement Chairman, UNO Alumni Association 
Award Recipient Board of Directors 
13. Dr. Mary A. Mudd 14. Ms. Ruth Ann Leacock 
Vice Chancellor Student Representative 
Student Affairs Graduating Class - August 1999 
15. Dr. Lee B. Jones 16. Mr. Jon Shradar 
Executive Vice President and Provost Student President-Regent 
University of Nebraska University of Nebraska at Omaha 
17. Dr. John Flocken 18. Dr. Karen White 
Dean Dean 
Arts & Sciences Fine Arts 
19. Dr. John Christensen 20. Dr. Fayrene Hamouz 
Acting Dean Interim Assistant Dean 
Education Human Resources & Family Sciences 
21. Dr. David W. Hinton 22. Dr. Paul A. Seaburg 
Dean Associate Dean 
Public Affairs & Community Service Engineering & Technology 
23. Dr. Thomas E. McClung 24. Dr. Douglas Paterson 
Interim Dean President 
Information Science & Technology Faculty Senate 
25. Dr. Larry D. Winkler 26. Mr. Robert Runyon 
Interim Dean Dean 
Continuing Studies University Library 




Marcia Adler Clem Johnson 
Nseabasi Ekpo Rita Henry Connie Schaffer 
Readers: 
Liz Cajka Anne Ludwig 
UNO Ambassadors: 
Nif Camden Elizabeth Higgins Clinette Richardson 
Frankie Coleman Jenny Louderbach Sean Thompson 
27 25 23 21 19 17 18 20 22 24 26 
15 13 11 9 7 5 3 l 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
ACADEMIC REGALIA 
Identification of the hood and robe as academic apparel is believed to have originated at the English universities of Oxford and 
Cambridge during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The hoods are a carry-over from the times when monks, who operated these 
universities, wore them to protect their shaved heads in winter. The robe is an adaptation of the shoulder cape also worn by these same 
monks while collecting alms. 
Use of the academic robe came to the United States in 1754 with the founding of what is now Columbia University. In 1895, a 
commission of University officials adopted a universal code of design and color for the academic garb. This code has undergone several 
revisions in subsequent years. 
Styling of the robes varies for the bachelor's and master's degrees with the width of sleeve borders and length of the hood increasing 
with each advanced degree. Hoods are normally not used for bachelor's degrees today. Instead, the tassel colors are used to indicate the 
degree program. 
GRADUATION TASSEL COLORS 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Arts for Teachers of Mathematics White 
Master of Science Golden Yellow 
Bachelor of Arts White 
Bachelor of Science Golden Yellow 
College of Engineering and Technology Orange 
Associate Grey-Blue 
College of Education Light Blue 
Specialist in Education Light Blue 
College of Business Administration 
Master of Business Administration Drab (Nugget) 
Master of Business Administration: Executive MBA Drab (Nugget) 
Master of Professional Accounting Drab (Nugget) 
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration Drab (Nugget) 
College of Continuing Studies Black 
College of Public Affairs and Community Service 
Master of Public Administration Peacock Blue 
Master of Social Work Citron 
Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice Golden Yellow 
Bachelor of Science in Public Administration Peacock Blue 
Bachelor of Science in Social Work Citron 
Bachelor of Science in Urban Studies Golden Yellow 
College of Fine Arts 
Master of Music Pink 
Bachelor of Arts in Art History White 
Bachelor of Arts in Dramatic Arts White 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Brown 
Bachelor of Music Pink 
College of Human Resources and Family Sciences Maroon 
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM 
The University Honors Program is an all-University program which provides maximum educational opportunities for students of high 
ability through special multidisciplinary seminars and participation in an academic level not generally possible in usual auricular offerings. 
The program is an outgrowth of the Arts and Sciences Honors program and was initiated in 1978. It is governed through the office 
of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and administered through the Honors Coordinator. UNO colleges which implement honors 
programs include Arts and Sciences, Business Administration, Education, Fine Arts and Public Affairs and Community Service. 
As part of their Honors Program requirements, students undertake a research project that results in a Senior Honors Thesis. Students 
and their theses topics are listed before the list of undergraduate degree candidates. Students who have been designated in this booklet as 
Honors Program students have fulfilled the academic requirements of this program. 
MEDALLION COLORS 
Students receiving their baccalaureate degree with honors will be presented medallions in the colors designated. 
Summa Cum Laude Red/White 
Magna Cum Laude White 
Cum Laude Red 
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA 
Active student members of the UNO Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa, the National Leadership Honor Society, shall be recognized 
by the blue, white and black honor cords, the official colors of the society. 
PI GAMMA MU 
The blue and white cords with the blue tassels honor the graduating members of Pi Gamma Mu, International Honor Society in Social 
Science. 
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
SHELTON E. HENDRICKS, PH.D. 
Today's commencement address, "Rights, Privileges and Responsibilities," will be delivered by Shelton E. 
Hendricks, Ph.D., professor of psychology at UNOmaha. 
A native of New Orleans, La., Dr. Hendricks earned his bachelor of science, master of science and doctor of 
philosophy degrees from Tulane University. He joined the UNOmaha faculty in 1969 as an assistant professor of 
psychology and has contributed to the success and national reputation of the institution for the past three 
decades. 
Dr. Hendricks teaches graduate and undergraduate courses in behavioral neuroscience and has supervised a 
number of master's theses and doctoral dissertations. He also teaches freshman surveys of psychology and 
manages a freshman psychology laboratory. His research interests include neurophysiology and endocrinology 
related to sexual behavior and behavioral pharmacology. 
In addition to his teaching and research efforts, Dr. Hendricks has served UNOmaha in a number of 
administrative capacities, including as chair of the department of psychology and the Graduate Program 
Committee. He is a past member of the Dean's Advisory Committee for the College of Arts & Sciences, the 
Chancellor's Task Force on General Education, the Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human 
Subjects in Research for the University of Nebraska system and the Academic Planning Council. He recently 
completed a term as president of the UNOmaha Faculty Senate and is a 1999 recipient of the UNOmaha 
Distinguished Research or Creative Activity Award. 
Dr. Hendricks is a member of the Psychonomic Society, the Society for Neuroscience, the American 
Association of University Professors, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the Midlands 
Neuroscience Chapter and Sigma Xi. 
STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
RUTH ANN LEACOCK 
The professional and educational career of Ruth Ann Leacock has been marked by community service. She 
values the importance of making a difference in the lives of others, and will focus her attention on the 
fundamental need for a healing presence in her commencement address titled "Listening Well." 
Leacock graduates today magna cum laude with a bachelor of science degree in interpersonal communication 
and a certificate in gerontology. A graduate of Orono High School in Long Lake, Minn., she also attended the 
University of Minnesota and the College of Dupage in Wheaton, 111. 
During her time at UNOmaha, Leacock received the UNOmaha Faculty Women's Scholarship Award and 
was voted Outstanding Major in Speech by department faculty for 1998-99. She was a nominee for the Midlands 
Outstanding Volunteer Award in 1997. 
Leacock also has served as a volunteer for VNA Hospice, as a volunteer at Immanuel Fontenelle Nursing 
Home and most recently as a social services case aide at the Lutheran Home Nursing Home. From 1978 to 1986, 
she was a foster parent for Hennepin County Social Services in Minneapolis, providing care for neglected, 
abused, abandoned, mentally handicapped and mentally ill individuals. 
Leacock will enter the Master's in Spirituality Program at Creighton University next summer. This fall, she 
will host refugees resettling in the Omaha area as part of her commitment to assist the Jesuit and Ignatian 
Associate communities in their work with the poor. 
In her spare time she writes music, adding to a 225-page collection of original songs that chronicle her day-
to-day experiences. 
CHANCELLOR'S MEDAL RECIPIENT 
JAMES R. SAKER, PH.D. 
James R. Saker, Ph.D., uses music to educate, inspire and entertain. Nominated as a co-recipient with Robert 
W. Welk, both men are described as the "heart and soul" of the University of Nebraska at Omaha (UNOmaha). 
Both men keep the interests of their students as the focus of their respective departments and college activities. 
He has made outstanding contributions to UNOmaha and the surrounding community for more than two 
decades. Dr. Saker currently serves as a professor of music and director of bands in the College of Fine Arts. He 
earned his bachelor of music degree from Bowling Green State University in 1967, his master of music degree 
from Youngstown State University in 1975 and his Ph.D. in music education from the University of Iowa in 
1982. 
During his 21-year tenure at UNOmaha, the marching and concert bands have received national acclaim by 
performing at concerts, festivals and National Football League half-time shows in Denver, Kansas City and 
Minneapolis. The UNOmaha Symphonic Wind Ensemble has performed for numerous professional conferences 
and went on a three-week tour of eastern Europe in 1997. 
An active clinician and lecturer, Dr. Saker has presented sessions at numerous state, regional and national 
Music Educators Association conferences and at the regional and national conventions of the College Band 
Directors National Association. He also has served as a guest conductor at high school, collegiate, honors and 
professional groups throughout the United States, Canada and Europe. 
He is a past president of the Nebraska State Bandmasters Association and the Nebraska Music Educators 
Association. He currently serves as state chair for the College Band Directors National Association. 
Dr. Saker is the recipient of the university's Great Teacher Award, a commendation from the University of 
Nebraska Board of Regents and the National Band Association Citation of Excellence. In 1993, he received the 
Donald A. Lentz Outstanding Bandmaster Award from the Nebraska State Bandmasters Association. In 1997, he 
was named the Isaacson Distinguished Professor of Music at UNOmaha, an endowed chair awarded to attract 
and retain outstanding scholars, artists and teachers. 
"Jim has achieved broad recognition in his artistic specialty and has inspired students to excellence through 
his personal example and teaching," a nominator wrote. "He is an unsung hero who is most deserving of this 
recognition." 
In honor of his dedication and service, UNOmaha takes pride in recognizing James Saker as an August 1999 
recipient of the Chancellor's Medal. 
The Chancellor's Medal at the University of Nebraska at Omaha was established to recognize the 
contributions of faculty and administrative staff who embody the institution's mission and values. It is bestowed 
only to those within the university community who have demonstrated unusual excellence. 
CHANCELLOR'S MEDAL RECIPIENT 
ROBERT W. WELK, M.A. 
Robert W. Welk, M.A., works long and tirelessly on behalf of the institution. Nominated as a co-recipient 
with James R. Saker, both men are described as the "heart and soul" of the University of Nebraska at Omaha 
(UNOmaha). Both men keep the interests of their students as the focus of their respective departments and 
college activities. 
He has made outstanding contributions to UNOmaha and the surrounding community for more than three 
decades. Welk currently serves as associate professor and chair of dramatic arts in the College of Fine Arts. He 
received his bachelor of arts degree in speech and English from North Central College in 1960 and his master of 
arts degree in theatre from Kent State University in 1962. He also performed additional graduate work at the 
University of Iowa from 1963 to 1966. 
Welk joined the UNOmaha faculty in 1966 and has enabled the theatre department to attain higher levels of 
artistic and educational achievement with each passing year. He teaches courses in scenic design, lighting and 
technical production, and has designed scenery and/or lighting for more than 100 major productions at 
UNOmaha. 
In April 1999, Welk took the cast and crew of "All in the Timing," an award-winning UNOmaha production, 
to perform at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. He is the recipient of the Kennedy Center Gold 
Medallion - awarded by the Kennedy Center/American College Theatre Festival, Region V - for service to the 
theatre profession at the university, in Omaha and throughout the region. He was inducted into the UNOmaha 
chapter of Omicron Delta Kappa in 1993 and received the Meritorious Achievement Award from the Kennedy 
Center/American College Theatre Festival, Region V, in 1993 and 1997 for guiding the construction of a new 
theatre and for scenic design, respectively. 
In addition to his work at UNOmaha, Welk has lent his expertise to organizations throughout the 
metropolitan area, including the Jewish Community Center, the Emmy Gifford Children's Theater, the Upstairs 
Dinner Theater, the Center Stage Theater, Benson and Ralston high schools, the French Underground and 
Duchesne Academy. He also has been active with the Boy Scouts of America, serving as assistant scoutmaster 
and scoutmaster of Troop 42 (Dundee Presbyterian Church) for nine years and as district commissioner of the 
organization's Voyager District. He started the Ph.D. program in Commissioner Science for the Mid-America 
Boy Scouts Council, served as chair of its College of Commissioner Science and received the Award of Merit 
from the Voyager District. 
"Bob has achieved broad recognition in his artistic specialty and has inspired students to excellence through 
his personal example and teaching," a nominator wrote. "He is an unsung hero who is most deserving of this 
recognition." 
In honor of his dedication and service, UNOmaha takes pride in recognizing Robert Welk as an August 1999 
recipient of the Chancellor's Medal. 
The Chancellor's Medal at the University of Nebraska at Omaha was established to recognize the 
contributions of faculty and administrative staff who embody the institution's mission and values. It is bestowed 
only to those within the university community who have demonstrated unusual excellence. 
ORDER OF THE TOWER RECIPIENT 
C.R. "BOB" BELL 
His name is synonymous with local economic development, and his commitment to making Omaha a better 
place to live and work is well known throughout the metropolitan area. 
C.R. "Bob" Bell, the August 1999 Order of the Tower recipient, is president of the Greater Omaha Chamber 
of Commerce. He joined the chamber in 1989 after retiring from the U.S. Navy as a vice admiral with 35 years 
of active duty. He graduated with distinction from the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, Md., in 1953. 
Under Bell's leadership, the chamber has placed a major emphasis on the development of Omaha as a 
national model for business involvement in education, establishing Omaha 2000 to reach America 2000 national 
education goals. The Applied Information Management Institute - a consortium of business, education and 
government entities - was established to support Omaha's mass information technology industry. In addition, the 
Omaha Job Clearinghouse was established to provide career opportunities and mentoring to "at risk" high school 
youth. He also played an important role in the development of The Peter Kiewit Institute of Information Science, 
Technology and Engineering on UNOmaha's South Campus. 
In 1989, Bell helped organize Project Safe, a coalition of businesses and community groups that help fight 
drug use and gang violence. He was instrumental in starting the "Buy The Big O" campaign, the Omaha 
Business Hall of Fame and the Omaha Business Showcase. 
Bell is the recipient of numerous awards, including the Omaha Club's 1991 Man of the Year and the General 
George Crook Award from the West Point Society of Omaha in 1993. 
For all his service and contributions to the university, it is with great pleasure that C.R. "Bob" Bell is 
awarded the Order of the Tower. 
First presented in 1964, the Order of the Tower is the University of Nebraska at Omaha's highest non-
academic award. Since that time, more than 70 individuals have received this honor, which symbolizes an 
ongoing commitment to the growth and development of the university. 
The Order of the Tower is bestowed upon community leaders whose service and/or financial support has 
made it possible for the university to address the academic, cultural and economic needs of the people of Omaha 
and the citizens of Nebraska. Recipients of the award embody virtues and attributes valued highly by the 
university and are recognized as an example to others. 
HONORARY DEGREE - DOCTOR OF SCIENCE 
DENHAM HARMAN, M.D., PH.D. 
He's known as the "father of the free radical theory of aging," and has promoted the dignity and value of the 
elderly throughout his professional career. 
Denham Harman, M.D., Ph.D., is a professor emeritus in the College of Medicine at the University of 
Nebraska Medical Center (UNMC). A native of San Francisco, he received his bachelor of science degree and 
Ph.D. in chemistry from the University of California at Berkeley. He then pursued medical school, earning his 
M.D. from Stanford University in 1954. He joined the UNMC faculty in 1958. 
The free radical theory of aging went from obscurity in 1956 to pre-eminence in the 1980s and 1990s. Like 
many other visionaries, Dr. Harman's early research was largely ignored, but he persisted. "His contributions to 
the scientific understanding of the aging process and to basic life processes in general are immense," a 
nominator wrote. "The free radical theory now appears to be one of the fundamental explanations of the aging 
process." Further studies at UNMC established the role of free radical reactions in cancer and heart disease. 
These reactions are now implicated in more than 40 other debilitating diseases. 
Dr. Harman was an advocate for the specialized treatment of the elderly long before geriatric medicine 
became popular. In 1973, he was appointed head of the gerontology and geriatric section in internal medicine at 
UNMC, becoming the first person to hold this designation at an American medical college. In conjunction with 
UNOmaha's statewide gerontology mission, he has frequently collaborated with students and faculty at 
UNOmaha. 
He was one of the founders of the American Aging Association in 1970, served as editor of Age - the journal 
of the American Aging Association - from 1978 to 1991, was a delegate to the White House Conference on 
Aging in 1971 and served as chair of its Options for Long-Term Care Committee in 1981. The author of 84 
published research articles and six books, Dr. Harman received the Outstanding Scientist of the Year award 
from Sigma Xi Nebraska in 1979 and the American Aging Association's Research Award in 1982. He was 
named the Kaiser Lecturer at the University of Hawaii School of Medicine in 1992, received the A. Ross 
Mclntyre Award from the UNMC College of Medicine in 1994 and was the recipient of the Irving S. Wright 
Award from the American Federation for Aging Research and the Distinguished Honorary Alumnus Award 
from the UNMC College of Medicine in 1997. Also that year, he received the Herbert DeBries Research Award 
from the Council on Aging and Adult Development of the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, 
Recreation and Dance. He also holds 35 U.S. patents. Dr. Harman is still active professionally, including serving 
as president of the International Association for Biomedical Gerontology. 
It is with great pleasure that Dr. Denham Harman is awarded the honorary Doctor of Science degree from 
UNOmaha - a visionary scientist whose body of work has had a direct impact on the well-being of elderly 
throughout Nebraska and the world. 
ALUMNUS ACHIEVEMENT AWARD RECIPIENT 
KATHLEEN C. DODGE 
A 1967 UNOmaha alumna, Dodge is president of National Equity, Inc., a full-service relocation management 
company. 
Dodge received a master's degree in psychology from UNO. A Massachusetts native, she also has a 
bachelor's degree from Trinity University in San Antonio and attended Mount Holyoke College in South Hadley, 
Mass. Early in her career she practiced as a psychologist for Millard Public Schools and provided psychological 
consulting services for school systems in a four-county area in eastern Nebraska. 
In 1986 she joined the private sector, becoming president and chief operating officer of National Equity. At 
the time, it employed just four people and had only a few corporate clients. Today, 13 years later, National 
Equity has more than 60 corporate clients and last year provided relocation services to more than 3,000 people 
domestically and internationally. 
Her success and the company's growth has made Dodge a popular public speaker within the industry. She has 
delivered speeches on relocation issues to numerous organizations, including the Great Lakes Relocation 
Council, the International Relocation Symposium and others. She has been a member of the Employee 
Relocation Council (ERC) since she joined National Equity in 1986. She was awarded the ERC's meritorious 
service award in 1999. 
Dodge has been just as active outside the industry, volunteering her time, money and efforts to various 
organizations in the community. That includes the Nebraska Foodbank Network, the Omaha Public Library 
Foundation, United Way of the Midlands, Uta Halee Girls Village, the Great Plains Girl Scout Council, the 
Omaha Chamber of Commerce, Voices for Children and the Child Saving Institute of Omaha. She also has given 
back to her alma mater, serving on the UNO Alumni Association board of directors and chairing the UNO 
Women's Walk committee for two years. 
GRADUATE COLLEGE 
This list includes the names of persons who are candidates for degree as of August 2 , 1999. 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY Ryan D. Miller, Bachelor of General Studies, University of 
Harry Durell Johnson, BA, Southern Methodist University, Nebraska at Omaha,1996; Counseling, ;"Thanatos-Eros,Being-
1993, MA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1996; PhD in Non Being. A Psychoanalytic-Existential Connection; Thesis 
Education-Psychological and Cultural Studies at the University Adviser: Dr. Jeanette Seaberry 
of Nebraska-Lincoln, "Adolescent's Perception of Power and Gregory Hugh Morin, BS, University of Maine, 1982; MBA, 
Intimacy Violations During Conflicts with Same and Cross- University of Maine, 1985; English 
Sex Friends: Associations with Conflict Charactistics;" 
Dissertation Adviser: Dr. Joseph La Voie Amy Valentine Nabours, BA, Southwest Baptist University, 
1996; English Jeffrey William Spears, BA, University of Northern Iowa, 
1991; MA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1994; PhD in Estrella Aurora Ramirez, BA, University of California, 1996; 
Criminal Justice, "Diversity in the Courtroom: A Comparison Psychology, "Multiracial Social Identities and Self-Esteem: 
of the Sentencing Decisions of Black and White Judges and How Physical Appearance and Heritage Affect the 
Male and Female Judges in Cook County Circuit Court;" Categorization of Self and Others;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dissertation Adviser: Dr. Cassia Spohn Dr. Raymond Millimet 
MASTER OF ARTS Laura Grace Rejda, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1993; Health, Physical 
Jennifer Marie Bernard, Bachelor of Science in Education, Education and Recreation 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1998; Secondary Education, 
"First Footsteps: A Teacher's Perception and Exploration of Lauren B. Shapiro, BA, University South Florida, 1996; 
a Middle School and its Community During the First Year of Geography Lead Contamination of Soils in Belize City, 
Teaching;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Eugene Freund B e l l z e ; T h e s i s A d v i s e r : D r . P h l l l P R e e d e r 
James Patrick Caruso, BA, University of Nebraska- Gary D. Shaw, Bachelor of General Studies, University of 
Lincoln, 1995; Secondary Education, "First Footsteps: A Nebraska at Omaha, 1983; Geography, Evapotranspiration 
Teacher's Perceptions and Explorations of an Urban High in Wetland Environments; Thesis Adviser: Dr. Jeffrey Peake 
School During the First Year of Teaching;" Thesis Adviser: L i t a Sorensen, B A, Midland Lutheran College, 1990; English Dr. Eugene Freund 
Stacy Allison Stewart, Bachelor of Arts in Education, 
Michael Kevin Chapman, BA, University Georgia, 1995; University of Nebraska at Kearney, 1997; Elementary 
History, "Themes and Issues in the Motion Picture Industry as Education, "First Footsteps: A Teacher's Perception and 
Seen Through The Billboard, 1920-1930;" Thesis Adviser: Exploration of an Elementary School and its Community 
Dr. John Aberth During the First Year of Teaching;" Thesis Adviser: 
Judith Ann Darrell, BA, University of Texas, 1992; Health, D r . E u g e n e F r e u n d 
Physical Education and Recreation j a m e s Mathew Swanson, BA, University of Denver, 1993, 
Victoria Deniston Reed, Bachelor of Science in Education, Geography, "A Cartographic Appraisal of the Virtual Reality 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1988; BS, University of Modeling Language; Thesis Adviser: Dr. Michael Peterson 
Nebraska at Omaha, 1982; History Alan S. Tessaro, BA, University of Tennessee, 1997; English 
Jodi R. Hall, BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1997; Bridget Lee Toon, BA, Saint Louis University, 1997; 
Biology, "Regulation of the gbn-1 Transcript During Counseling, "Traits of Instrumentality and Self-Concept as 
Vegetative Growth and Macrocyst Development in Related to Mathematical Ability in Pre-Adolescent Girls;" 
Dictyostelium;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Thomas Weber Thesis Adviser: Dr. Scott Harrington 
Amy Lynne Hawthorne, BA, University of Northern Iowa, Victoria Lee VanBeusekom, BA, University of Minnesota, 
1991; Health, Physical Education and Recreation 1995. Bachelor of Music, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
Maureen R. Johnson, BS, College of Saint Francis, 1980; 1 9 9 8 ; Secondary Education, "An Investigative Look at the 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation Musical Aptitude Musical Achievement, and Academic 
Achievement of the Eighth Grade Instrumental Music Students 
Carin Ruth Kirkegaard, BA, Iowa State University, 1993; at Bryan Middle School;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Elliott Ostler 
English Molly Lyn VanMoorleghem, BS, University of Nebraska-
Maggie Latona Livingston, BS, Northwest Missouri State Lincoln, 1997; Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
University, 1997; Geography, "Feedlot Impacts on Surface # , 
Water Quality in Sarpy County, Nebraska;" Thesis Adviser: Kristina Marie Vigliaturo, BS, Creighton University 1997; 
Dr Philip Reeder Biology, Generation of Antibodies to the NR2D Subunit 
of the Rat NMDA Receptor;" Thesis Adviser: 
Rebekah Suzanne Marsh, BA, Dana College, 1995; Biology, Dr. William Tapprich 
"Characterization of Chitinase in the Lizard Sceloporus 
Undulatus Garmani (Reptilia: Phrynosomatidae;" Thesis Judith Ann Wightman, BA, University of Northern Iowa, 
Adviser: Dr. James Fawcett 1 9 9 5 ; Psycho logy , "Tra i t Anxiety as a Moderator of Problem 
Structuring Effects on Solution Generation;" Thesis Adviser: 
Melissa R. Meinders, Bachelor of Science in Education, Dr. Lisa Scherer 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1990; Elementary 
Education, "Parent Participation in School Functions Jodi Colleen Wineman, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
Following Participation in Head Start or Title I;" Thesis 1 9 9 2 ; Mathematics "On the Relationships Between Linear 
Adviser-Dr. Kenneth Smith Extensions and Multiprocessor Scheduling; Thesis Adviser: Dr. Hesham Ali 
Sheri Suzette Yokley, BS, Nebraska Wesleyan University, Caroline Louise Demma, BS, Creighton University, 1990; 
1986; Counseling, "The Impact of a Tutoring/Mentoring Reading 
Program on Behaviors of Urban Elementary Students;" Wenzhe Diao, Bachelor of Economics, Beijing Materials Thesis Adviser: Dr. Scott Harrington Institute, 1996; Management Information Systems 
MASTER OF ARTS Kelly Lynn Donovan, BS, Creighton University, 1994;Speech-FOR TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS Language Pathology 
Valorie Lynn Sailors, Bachelor of Science in Education, D o u g l a s J a m e s D r u m m o n d , B A , Indiana University, 1982; 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1991; Mathematics Behavioral Disorders 
MASTER OF SCIENCE Judy Ann Elledge, Bachelor of Science in Education, University 
Robyn Michelle Aerni, BS, Wayne State College, 1998; of Nebraska at Omaha, 1994; Behavioral Disorders 
Elementary Education Linda S. Ely, BA, Bethany College, 1973; Reading 
Mary Michele Barden, Bachelor of Science in Education, Thierno Amath Fall, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1994; Behavioral Disorders 1997; Economics 
Jessica Marie Bare, BA, Wayne State College, 1998; Susan Michelle Farkas, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Elementary Education University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1997; Elementary Education 
Cynthia Marie Barnhard, Bachelor of Science in Education, Amy Jean Feekin, BS, Graceland College, 1994; Computer 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1974; Reading Science, "K-Way Sort Duplicate Detection Method for Data 
Stephen Philip Michael Bertoldi, BS, University of Dayton, Cleansing;" Thesis Advisor: Zhengxin Chen 
1991; Computer Science, "Distributed Agreement in Partially Murray Lee Fenn, Bachelor of Science in Education, University 
Connected Networks;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. M.H. Azadmanesh of Nebraska at Omaha, 1992; Educational Administration and 
Kathleen Mary Biederstadt, B A, Creighton University, 1994; Supervision 
Counseling Melissa Ann Fisher, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Marcia Lyn Black-Mickelson, BA, Bellevue University, 1997; University ofNebraska at Omaha, 1998; Elementary Education 
Counseling P o l l y A. Gallagher, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1988; Educational Connie M. Bottger, BS, Dana College, 1994; Counseling Administration and Supervision 
Ronnie Lethel Buggs, BS, Mississippi Valley State University, Urban Studies Tiffanie Ann Gauchat, Bachelor of Arts in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Kearney, 1992; Educational 
Stephanie Ann Burdic, BA, University Northern Colorado, Administration and Supervision 
1979; Educational Administration and Supervision Jennifer Lynn Gibson-Barnett, Bachelor or Science in 
Laura Ann Chatfield, Bachelor of Science in Education, Education, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1993; Counseling 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1997; Speech-Language Janelle Antoinette Gipson, BS, University of Nebraska at Pathology Omaha, 1996; Urban Studies 
Yuan Chen, BS, Tianjin Normal University, 1991; Duane Thomas Glover, Bachelor of Science in Education, Management Information Systems University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1986; MS, University of 
RyeohwaCho (Reika So), BA, Meiji University, 1979; Master Nebraska at Omaha, 1991; Secondary Education 
of International Management, American Graduate School of International Management, 1994; Management Information John P. Goeden,BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1994; 
Systems Biology 
Mark Philip Christiansen, BS, University ofNebraska Medical Theresa Kaye Gosnell Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Center, 1977; Health, Physical Education and Recreation, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1995; Elementary Education 
"Evaluation of the Impact of an Enhanced Substance Abuse Vicki Kay Griffin, Bachelor of Science in Education, University 
Curriculum in a Physician Assistant Program on Subsequent of Nebraska at Omaha, 1991; Counseling 
Practice Patterns," Thesis Adviser: Dr. David Corbin 
Rios A. Gunter, Bachelor of Science in Education, University 
Christine Ann Cole, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, of Nebraska at Omaha, 1996; Educational Administration and 
1992; Counseling Supervision 
Earl Jay Conyers, BA, Midland Lutheran College, 1987; Shawn D. Hall, Bachelor of Science in Education, University 
Behavioral Disorders of Nebraska at Omaha, 1993; Educational Administration and 
Brian Douglas Cooper-Ohm, BA, Pomona College, 1993; Supervision 
Economics Gerald P. Hassett, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
Richard Gerald Dale, BS, Tufts University, 1985; Computer 1982; BS, University of Louisville 1991; Computer Science, Science Data Usage Tracking in Data Warehousing: Functionality 
and the Impact on Query Execution Time;" Thesis Adviser: 
Rebecca L. Darby, BA, Dana College, 1996; Elementary Dr. Mansour Zand 
Education Sarah Rae Haver, Bachelor of Science in Education, University 
Nicole Elizabeth Dean, BS, Creighton University, 1998; of Nebraska at Omaha, 1997; Elementary Education 
Elementary Education Kimberly Ann Heffelfinger, Bachelor of Fine Arts, University 
David Michael Dechant,BA, Saint Mary ofthe Plains College, of Nebraska at Omaha, 1979; BA, Buena Vista University, 
1976; MA, University ofNebraska at Omaha, 1982; Industrial/ 1983; Bachelor of Science in Education, University of Nebraska 
Organizational Psychology at Omaha, 1995; Behavioral Disorders 
Jodie L. Heilskov, BA, Wartburg College, 1994; Bachelor of Susan M. Lantz, BA, Nebraska Wesleyan University, 1969; 
Science in Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Teaching Hearing Impaired 
1998; Elementary Education Melissa Marie Larsen, BA, University Of Iowa, 1995; 
Christine Marie Heine, BS, Creighton University, 1995; Elementary Education 
Secondary Education S a r a h E l i z a b e t h L a V e l l e B S Creighton University, 1998; 
Lisa Lynne Henggeler, Bachelor of Science in Education, Elementary Education University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1987; Elementary Education 
Debra Jo Madden, Bachelor of Arts in Education, Kearney 
Kelli Kristine Henry, Bachelor of Science in Education, State College, 1990; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1992; Behavioral Disorders 1996; Educational Administration and Supervision 
David Lloyd Herbener, Bachelor of Science in Education, Annette Louise Mahoney, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1986; Secondary Education University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1990; Elementary Education 
Cynthia Marie Holford, BS, College of Saint Mary, 1994; Kevin Martin McArthur, Bachelor of General Studies, 
Reading University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1996; Computer Science, 
"Component-Based Architectures and Their Impacts on Christine M. Hudson, BS, Creighton University, 1994; Reuse;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Hossein Saiedian Educational Administration and Supervision 
Monica L. McElhaney, BS, Pennsylvania State University Jeffrey Kyle Hughes, Bachelor of Arts in Education, University 1 9 8 7 ; M B A U n i v e r s i t o f N e b r a s k a a t Omaha, 1995; of Nebraska at Kearney, 1993; School Psychology Management Information Systems 
Shirley Hunter-Shanks, Bachelor of Science in Education, T r a y i s D M e G e e B S U n i v e r s i t y o f Nebraska-Lincoln, 1993; 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1990; Behavioral Disorders Management Information Systems 
Dorothy Cheryl Hurley BS, Illinois State University, 1977, Erlinda Cynthia Maria Mendoza, Bachelor of General 
Bachelor of Science in Education, University of Nebraska at Studies, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1993; Urban 
Omaha, 1993; Elementary Education Studies 
Decua Jean-Baptiste, BS, Grambling State University, 1995; Sheila Jean Miller, BA, Clarke College, 1969; Reading Educational Administration and Supervision 
Catherine Ann Montgomery, Bachelor of Arts in Education, Neely Jo Jenkins, Bachelor of Science in Education, University Wayne State College, 1979; BA, Bellevue University, 1990; 
of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1998; Elementary Education Secondary Education 
Dawn Michele Jensen, Bachelor of Science in Education, Deanna R. Morgan, Bachelor of Science in Education, Midland 
University o f Nebraska a t Omaha, 1993; Reading L u t h e r a n C o l l e g e 1 9 6 9 ; E l e m e n t a r y E d u c a t i o n 
Qunfang Jiang, Bachelor Degree, South China Normal Samantha Ann Morrissey, BS, Northwest Missouri State 
University, 1994; Computer Science, Lazy Data Cleansing University, 1992;Bachelor of Science in Education, University 
for Conceptual Query Answering; Thests Adviser: of Nebraska at Omaha, 1997; Elementary Education 
Dr. Zhengxin Chen 
Christine Marie Nelson, BA, Doane College, 1991; Educational Amy Lynn Johnson, BS, University of Iowa, 1993; Reading Administration and Supervision 
Julie Marie Johnson, BA, University of Northern Iowa, 1995; Jennifer Lynn Nelson, BS, Wayne State College, 1997; 
Educational Administration and Supervision Elementary Education 
Anna M. Kellogg Bachelor of Science in Nursing University Susan Marie Nicklin, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
of Nebraska Medical Center, 1987; Health, Physical University of Nebraska at Omaha. 1993; Secondary Education Education and Recreation, Women Who Become Pregnant 
as Teenagers: Their Views on How to Decrease the Incidence Kelly Michael O'Connor, BA, Creighton University, 1996; 
of Teenage Pregnancy;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Richard Stacy Biology 
Lynn King, Bachelor of Fine Arts, University of Houston, Carrie Anne O'Donnell, BS, Creighton University, 1998; 
1990; Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Harriett Knake, BA, College of Saint Mary, 1967; Counseling Christine Eisenhart Olson, BS, Nebraska Wesleyan University, 
Jennifer S. Knievel, BA, Midland Lutheran College, 1997; 1 9 8 3 ' R e a d i n g 
Counseling Jennifer Lynn O'Neill, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1997; Elementary Education Judy Ann Kniewel, Bachelor of Science in Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1970; Secondary Education Jennifer Peterson, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1991; Reading Rachel Ann Kroll, BA, Truman State University, 1996; 
Bachelor of Science in Education, University of Nebraska at Elizabeth Alberta Mae Pettit, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Omaha, 1998; Secondary Education University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1998; Elementary Education 
Kelly Ann Kronfeld, BS, Depaul University, 1996; Elementary Katherine Dodge Prochazka, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Education University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1997; Elementary Education 
Martha E. Kuykendall, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Luo Qi, BS, University of Science and Technology of China, 
1994; Management Information Systems 1994; Computer Science, "Database Query Answering Using 
Q-Entropy;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Zhengxin Chen Michele Elaine LaMountain, Bachelor of Sciencein Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1991; Elementary Education Lakshminarayanan Ramakrishnan, Bachelor of Engineering, 
University of Madras, 1991; Management Information Systems 
Smitha Billori Reddy, Bachelor of Applied Sciences, New James Patrick Whitcomb, B A, University of Northern Iowa, 
Hampshire College 1996; Management Information Systems 1983; Counseling 
Nicole Ann Regan, BS, Creighton University, 1992; Michael Scott White, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Educational Administration and Supervision University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1979; Reading, "The 
Impact of Norm-Referenced Standardized Test Scores on Amy Marie Rice, Bachelor of Science in Education, University Teachers and on Reading Instruction;" Thesis Adviser: of Nebraska at Omaha, 1996; Speech-Language Pathology Dr. Carol Lloyd 
Andrea Gail Rivers, BA, Kean College, 1997; Elementary Paula Rene Wilde, BA, University of Northern Iowa, 1993; 
E d u c a t i o n Counseling 
Tracy Malesa Schimonitz, Bachelor o f Science i n Education, J o h n G a r d n e r W i l e n B a c h e l o r o f M u s i c Education, W i c h i t a 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1994; Reading State University, 1964; MA, Ball State University, 1977; 
Kimberly Ellen Schnase, Bachelor of Arts in Education, Urban Studies 
University of Nebraska at Kearney, 1991; Secondary Education Cherice Radell Williams, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
Troy Lynn Schutte, Bachelor of Science in Education, 1993;BachelorofScienceinEducation,UniversityofNebraska 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1994; Educational at Omaha, 1998; Elementary Education 
Administration and Supervision Emily Husa Wolford Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Kathleen Marie Shepoka, Bachelor of Science in Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1993; Elementary Education 
1971; Secondary Education Alissa Lyn Worley Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Kelli Kathleen Shepoka, Bachelor of Science in Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1996; Elementary Education 
University ofNebraska at Omaha, 1997; Speech-Language T a n y a D e e W r i g h t Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Pathology University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1994; Behavioral Disorders 
Lori Ann Simanek, Bachelor of Science in Education, Peru Jinming Yang, BA, Beijing Foreign Studies University, 1988; 
State College, 1991; Speech-Language Pathology Management Information Systems 
Jill Diane Skoog, B A, Nebraska Wesleyan University, 1995; Lawrence Charles Young, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Counseling Peru State College, 1998;Secondary Education 
Tracy Lee Skretta, Bachelor of Science in Education, Martha Depler Zink, BA, Depauw University, 1969; 
Northwest Missouri State University, 1993; Educational Elementary Education 
Administration and Supervision 
Trisha Suzanne Zoucha, Bachelor of Science in Education, Lisa Ann Smith, Bachelor of Science in Education, University University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1998; Elementary Education of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1993; Elementary Education 
Jannah Christine Sronce, Bachelor of Science in Education, MASTER OF ACCOUNTING 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1997; Speech-Language Yoshie Uchida, BS, Creighton University, 1989; Accounting 
Pathology 
Ruth Ann Straebel, B A, Northern Michigan University, 1972; M A S T E R O F BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Reading Scott M. Benham, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1993; 
Business Administration Richard Thomas Sutherland Jr., Bachelor of General Studies, 
University ofNebraska at Omaha, 1991; Computer Science Benjamin Paul Butterfield, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1991; Business Administration Dawn Denise Tallman, Bachelor Science in Education, 
University ofNebraska at Omaha, 1995; Behavioral Disorders Trent Douglas Dalton, BS, Iowa State University, 1992; 
Business Administration Mario Renee Tomlin-Barber, BA, Doane College, 1992; 
Educational Administration and Supervision Wenzhe Diao, Bachelor of Economics, Beijing Materials 
Institute, 1996; Business Administration Kyle L. Tonnies, BA, Glassboro State College, 1991; Educational Administration and Supervision Eric G. Finch, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1997; 
Business Administration Dao Thi Tran, BA, Macalester College, 1997; Counseling 
Carol Ann Hartley Kirchner, BS, University of Nebraska-Heather Ann Traynor, Bachelor of Science in Education, L i n c o l n 1 9 9 1 ; B u s i n e s s A d m i n i s t r a t i o n 
University ofNebraska at Omaha, 1994; Elementary Education 
Jennifer Aden Murnane,BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Anthony G. Vincent, Bachelor of Science in Education, 1993; Business Administration University ofNebraska at Omaha, 1998; Elementary Education 
Margaret Marie Robinson, BS, Creighton University, 1991; Jennifer Jo Vomberg, Bachelor of Science in Education, Business Administration Miami University, 1994; Elementary Education 
Todd Oliver Robinson, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Kannika Vudhisethakit, BA, The University of the Thai 1990; Business Administration Chamber of Commerce, 1994, MA, Chulalong Korn 
University; Economics Daniel S. Vacanti, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1995; Business Administration 
Deanna Kathryn Waller, BS, Creighton University, 1992; 
MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1995; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Sharon Theresa Welte, BS, Buena Vista University, 1997; 
Behavioral Disorders 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION: Susan Elaine Bowen, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
EXECUTIVE MBA 1992; Social Work 
Sravani G.Borra, Master of Computer Applications, University Toba Ann Cohen, BA, Creighton University, 1989; Social 
of Madras, 1993; Business Administration Work 
James Eugene Cook, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Antonie Marie Holmstrom, BA, Dana College, 1996; Social 
1970; Business Administration Work 
Jean M. Haiar, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1983; Tracy Marie Hoye, BA, Benedictine College, 1994; Social 
Business Administration Work 
James J. Harrington, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Tracy Marie Irons, BS, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 
1986; Business Administration 1998; Social Work 
Lee G. Harrow, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1970; Deborah K. Jorgensen Schriner, BS, Nebraska Wesleyan 
Business Administration University, 1990; Social Work 
Thomas Anthony Makin, BA, Providence College, 1987; Debra L. Kavanagh, Bachelor of General Studies, University 
Business Administration of Nebraska at Omaha, 1990; Social Work 
Michael Bernard Maroney, BS, University of Nebraska at Mary Kristina Mueller, BA, Colorado State University, 1992; 
Omaha, 1974; Business Administration Social Work 
Kathleen Ann Nicolini, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Brenda Lea Nickolaison, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1978; Business Administration 1995; Social Work 
Anita C. Powley, BA, Creighton University, 1978; Business Lisa A. Pyburn, BA, Illinois Wesleyan University, 1991; 
Administration Social Work 
Kathleen Marie Rauth, Bachelor of General Studies, University Cheryl Lynne Ramos, Bachelor of General Studies, University 
of Nebraska at Omaha, 1988; Business Administration of Nebraska at Omaha, 1995; Social Work 
Thomas F. Stokes, BS, Bellevue University, 1995; Business Patricia K. Samson, Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bellevue University, 
Administration 1997; Social Work 
Patrick Sean Sullivan, BA, San Jose State University, 1984; Jean M. Soppe, BA, Buena Vista University, 1992; Social 
Business Administration Work 
Bettie A. Williams, BS, College of Saint Mary, 1994; Business Steven Kirke Stiel, B A, Saint Marys University Of Minnesota, 
Administration 1983; Social Work 
Dennis L. Wilson, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Trevor L. Towne,BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1992; 
1981; Business Administration Social Work 
MASTER OF MUSIC Judith Lee Wiskus, BS, University South Dakota, 1983; Social Work Daniel Allen Abrahams, Bachelor of Music, Temple 
University, 1993; Music 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Priscilla Lynnett Beaugard, BA, Creighton University, 1994; 
Public Administration 
Andreas Edwin Bramble, BS, Wayne State College, 1994; 
Public Administration 
Jodie Louise Drapal-Kluver, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1997; Public Administration 
Karisa Dawn Kane, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1997; Public Administration 
Alicia Ann Martin, BS, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 
1997; Public Administration 
Jeffrey D. Martino, BA, Oklahoma City University, 1996; 
Public Administration 
Rustin Lasurd Taylor, BS, Grambling State University, 1997; 
Public Administration 
Jane Austin TenBroeck, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1968; Public Administration 
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK 
Amy Marie Boan, BS, Nebraska Wesleyan University, 1997; 
Social Work 
DEGREES WITH HONORS 
COLLEGE OF COLLEGE OF Cum Laude 
ARTS AND SCIENCES CONTINUING STUDIES George Edward Hardwick 
Bachelor of Arts Bachelor of General Studies 
Summa Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
Christina L. Pennington-Pooschke Honors Extra Muros 
Larry A. Severa Donna Svaglic Kosloski Bachelor of Arts 
Robert A. Lamm in Art History 
Magna Cum Laude C u m L a u d e 
Jessica Lee Dineen Cooper Magna Cum Laude Susan D. Kiscoan 
Sampada Sudhir Gajre Greggory James Asplund 
Miguel Gutierrez Dorene Victoria Buras Bachelor of Arts 
Jessica Maree Larkin Dennis Christopher Cummings in studio Art 
Rebecca E. Stull Joseph Allen LeMaster Rose A . Van Hook C u m L a u d e Cum Laude Maralyn A. Burr 
Colleen M. Hunter Magna Cum Laude 
Angela Marie Sullivan Honors Extra Muros Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Timothy R. Bryant Magna Cum Laude 
Bachelor of Science Renee J. Lamoreaux Sharon L. Steere 
Summa Cum Laude _ 
Kirby Charles Bohling Cum Laude Bachelor of Music 
Loreen Joann Richerson Dawn A. Christofferson Cum Laude 
Michael Robert Forch 
Magna Cum Laude Anthony Raymond Hyatt Delany Campbell 
David Corwin Griffin Jr. 
Ruth Scherer Leacock Cum Laude Honors Extra Muros COLLEGE OF 
Mark A. Agostinelli HUMAN RESOURCES 
Melanie J Cain AND FAMILY SCIENCES Stephanie Anne Mallisee Ann Marie McMahon Debbie Joy Martin Cum Laude Bachelor of Science 
Catherine Ann Dargin i n Human Resources 
and Family Sciences COLLEGE OF EDUCATION Summa Cum Laude COLLEGE OF Bachelor of Science Mark Eugene Bertch BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION in Education Amanda Lee Marsh 
Bachelor of Science Summa Cum Laude 
in Business Administration Kimberly Lenora Faiman Magna Cum Laude Vanessa Anne Heilig Magna Cum Laude C u m L a u d e Melissa Danielle Portland 
Christine Terese Janovich Tracy Allan Dierks Michelle Anne Lage 
Daniel M. Melski 
Marisol E. Miller COLLEGE OF 
Jeffrey L. Schulte COLLEGE OF INFORMATION SCIENCE 
Carol Fay Taylor PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND AND TECHNOLOGY 
Brian James Wragge COMMUNITY SERVICE Bachelor of Science 
Magna Cum Laude B a c h e l o r o f S c i e n c e i n C o m P u t e r S c i e n c e 
Honors Extra Muros i n Criminal Justice Summa Cum Laude 
Franca Calliess Magna Cum Laude M a r c Francis Trumm 
Juan J. Chavez Cum Laude Bachelor of Science 
Jan-Bernd Bracht Cum Laude in Management 
Kristopher Todd Kimmey Vickie Ann Durham Information Systems 
Heather Marie Moredick Lincoln Campus Cum Laude 
Leah Marie Rogers Jaime Jolene Brooks M a r k Andrew Lichtenberg 
Grace I. Stoddard Francis M. Shu 
Anthony Joseph Thraen Bachelor of Science 
in Social Work 
Magna Cum Laude 
Vicki Lynn Romero 
Honors Extra Muros has been approved to recognize those transfer students 
who have achieved outstanding academic records during their collegiate careers, 
but who had not completed enough credit hours in residence to be eligible 
for cum laude, magna cum laude, or summa cum laude baccalaureate honors. 
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM 
"Evidence and Detection of Globin Protein 
in Selected Cellular Slime Molds" 
David Corwin Griffin Jr. 
CANDIDATES FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES 
This list includes names of persons who were candidates as of August 4, 1999. 
Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of academic requirements. 
COLLEGE OF Amy L. Smouse Peter Michael Coniglio 
ARTS AND SCIENCES Nathan James Svoboda Amy S. Crump 
Kahraman Yesua Tovim James E. Daniels 
Bachelor of Arts Christopher James Valleley Melanie P. Debo 
Constonsa LaRae Alexander Victoria Jeanne Wilcox Paul Matthew Duffer 
Rachel Eve Burbach K e l l i Suzanne Eickhoff 
Wendi Lynn Burg-Sortino 0 1 i v i a Lucero Espejo 
Kay T. Burke COLLEGE OF Jason Paul Farrell 
Michael David Cherica ENGINEERING Keith David Fuhrman 
Jessica L ee Dineen Cooper Sara Elizabeth Harrington 
Ryan J. Drahota AND TECHNOLOGY Darlene Haverstock 
Jayne J. Draper (Degrees awarded by JoLynne Ione Hopkins 
Jose Luis Flores Jr. University of Nebraska-Lincoln) Christine Terese Janovich 
Sampada Sudhir Gajre Bachelor of Science Scott Allen Jewell 
Amy Gene Goben i n Engineering Technology Kristopher Todd Kimmey 
Miguel Gutierrez Laura Ann Knapp 
Maria Del Socorro Hernandez Thomas A. Davis Kenton Daniel Koperski 
Colleen M. Hunter Randall James Quandt Michelle Anne Lage 
Andrew Jacob King Kyle W. Wolfe Patrick Scott Lawrence 
Jennifer L . Kizeor C h a r l e s L e e Z i e m b a Richard A . Light 
Edward V. Krenkel Jr. Kimberly Anne Lohmeier 
Roberto S. Ladera Bachelor of Science A m y E l i z a b e t h McDonnell 
Jessica Maree Larkin in Civil Engineering Daniel M. Melski 
Christopher L. Norris Cheryl Ann Jankowski Leslie Alan Meyers 
Tomas Erik Olson Marisol E. Miller 
Cory Michael Pawloski Bachelor of Science John M. Montello-Marchese 
Christina L. Pennington-Pooschke i n Industrial Technology Heather Marie Moredick 
Thomas John Pistillo Jerry Linn Sund Christian Nunez Herrmann 
Larry A. Severa E r i n n Kristine Otte 
Rebecca E. Stull Patrick J. Ottens 
Angela Marie Sullivan R o b e r t A . Palmesano 
Lydia Chiemi Tabisola COLLEGE OF EDUCATION Susan J. Proksel 
Lashara R. Verner Bachelor of Science D e A n n M a r i e R a a s c h 
Rieko Warikata in Education Leah Marie Rogers 
Lori Ann Watson Monte S.Roy 
Melanie Jean Wohlhutter Barbara Ann Coulter Jennifer Royle 
Tracy Allan Dierks Tara Jean Rudolph 
Bachelor of Science Kimberly Lenora Faiman M a r y c S c h m i d 
Lisa Marie Kliewer-Lind Jeffrey L. Schulte 
Timothy C. Arnold Katherine Lynn Kuhl Courtney Renee Scott 
Kirby Charles Bohling David Matthew Laughlin Jamie Renee Shald 
Michelle Lynn Brietzke Eileen Yan Lian Christopher Todd Shigley 
Cory Joe Carmicheal Kelley Elizabeth McCormack Seon-Guen Shin 
Emily Christine Cordes N a n c y R. M o n e n Geoffrey A. Stewart 
Jennifer Jan Corell Emily Jennette Schlichting G r a c e I. Stoddard 
Catherine Ann Dargin Martin Allen Smith C a r o l F a y T a y l o r 
Christina Leigh Derry Matthew A. Sutton Charles Dwyer Thibodeau 
Jamie Mane Falcone Stella Gayle Watts Anthony Joseph Thraen Lynne Ann Fishler Benjamin Owen Titus David Corwin Griffin Jr. Ana Maria Tovar Sanchez Shane Reginald Grow Canecia Vu Hope Pilar Jackson-Konnath COLLEGE OF 
Ruth Scherer Leacock BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION Brian James Wragge Tiffany Brooke Wright Jacqueline Kris LeGros Bachelor of Science Amanda M. Yates 
Tom C. Lukasiewicz in Business Administration 
Stephanie Anne Mallisee 
Roberto Ignacio Martinez Justin Quinn Aude 
Ann Marie McMahon James V.J. Bain COLLEGE OF 
Kimberly K. Mommsen Miranda Louise Ballard CONTINUING STUDIES 
Kimberly Sue Mueller Jan-Bernd Bracht 
Robert Allan Murnan Jr. Chris A. Breeling Bachelor of General Studies 
Carol Ann Oczki Chad S. Brown Carie Lynn Acker 
Heidi Marie Park Franca Calliess John Steffen Adair 
Marvin Jennings Pratt Britt Edward Campbell M a r k A Agostinelli 
Scott Micheal Redel Billi Jo Carlentine Becky A. Altemose 
Loreen Joann Richerson B r i a n M . Carlin K e l l i e L y n n A n a y a 
Saamant Sharma Scott M. Champion Nicholas John Ancona 
Amy Elizabeth Silver Matthew S. Chesire Christopher Charles Anderson 
Greggory James Asplund Erik Schoff Whitmore Bachelor of Arts 
Geetha N. Bhatt Jenny L. Wilkins in Studio Art 
Matthew Phillip Biga MiChelle Yvonne Burchett Williams Maralyn A Burr 
Catherine Elizabeth Bourque Jared Douglas Wright Chiao-Min Chen 
Timothy R . Bryant H e a t h e r L e e H a n s e n 
Dorene Victoria Buras K a r e n K e s s l e r 
David Richard Buse COLLEGE OF Douglas Richard McCall 
Melanie J. Cain Nathaniel Carl Carter PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND Aaron Michael Sailors 
Gregory Stuart Cardin COMMUNITY SERVICE Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Michael Chapman Bachelor of Science 
Dawn A. Christofferson in Criminal Justice Frank E. Shimerdla 
Dennis Christopher Cummings Sharon L. Steere Jill Ann Boettcher Jennifer Lynn Tobias Russell Arthur David Laura L. Brown Patrick Jerome Davis Juan J. Chavez Bachelor of Music Timothy James Dunlap Andrew Ryan Connor David Patrick Dwyer Delany Campbell Jennifer Ann Curran Judith Maria Ekpo James Bradley Rauch Jennifer Ann Duffy-Nelson Nancy Anne Fitzgerald Forbes Keryn Ruth Ross Vickie Ann Durham Michael Robert Forch Molly M. Fairchild Debra Lynn Foster Karen Louise Foreman John Mitchell Heida Amber Lynn Kassmeyer COLLEGE OF Mendi Lee Heuertz David Allen Kramer HUMAN RESOURCES 
E r i c Raymond Hughes J a m i e E l i z a b e t h L o e f f l e r A N D F A M I L Y S C I E N C E S Sheryl Ann Melby Anthony Raymond Hyatt James Richard Narak (Degrees awarded by Arthur C. Jetter III University of Nebraska-Lincoln) Jennifer Katherine Short Linda D. Johnson David J. Sjoberg Bachelor of Science 
Jennifer Ashley Kalasek Vickie Lynn Stewart i n Human Resources Jeffry Robert Keasling J a y P a u l W a r r e n a n d F a m i l y S c i e n c e s 
Elizabeth Ann Kenney Thomas James Kielty Leah Dawn Weber Amanda Ann Armstrong 
Donna Svaglic Kosloski Beth Ann Wood Mark Eugene Bertch Robert A. Lamm Christopher Michael Yerkes Krista Michelle Hager Renee J. Lamoreaux Elizabeth Marie Ziemba Vanessa Anne Heilig 
Hung Van Le Lisa Kay Herbst 
Joseph Allen LeMaster (Lincoln Capmus) Karen Ann Liedel 
Ted Andrew Lewiston Lance Edward Beck Amanda Lee Marsh 
Alfredo Llanas Jaime Jolene Brooks Michelle Kristine Michaelsen 
Gary Dean Luft Michael Dale Dorn Jill A. Oseas 
Shane D Maasen Anne Marie Farrin Jacqueline L. Parks 
Brandi Lynn Mace Benjamin Leon Kearse Sr. Melissa Danielle Portland 
Glenda Mae Gray Malone Michael A. Long Lindsay Nicole Robinson 
Gayle M. Mann Blaine Edward Olson LaShaun Deinse Williams 
Debbie Joy Martin C a l v i n J a m e s Q u i n n 
Lena Renee Meadows H e i d i Michelle Rodgers 
Paul James Merwine A m y L y n n Ruddick COLLEGE OF 
Kendall Lee Meyer Cheryl Ann Turner INFORMATION SCIENCE 
Murray Allen Miller Kristen Claire Wehner AND TECHNOLOGY 
Quentina Mari Norman Shannon Renee Zielinski 
Eddie R. Pace Jr. Bachelor of Science 
Oscar Parra Bachelor of Science in Computer Science 
Daniel Vincent Pawlowski i n P u b l i c Administration Kevin Lee Ekstrom 
Donna Lynne Pelletier Douglas Alan Paulsen Miriam Soledaol Martinez 
Willa J. Perez Haile G. Woldeab Steve J. Shin Jeff M. Poeppe Marc Francis Trumm 
Jeff H. Ramage Bachelor of Science 
Brenda Kay Rhodman in Social Work Bachelor of Science 
Greg Robert Ryba George Edward Hardwick i n Management 
Allan Duncan Segrest Jr. Vicki Lynn Romero Information Systems 
Kassa Lane Shradar Craig James Coyle 
Kathleen Marie Slater Keith T. Dubes Amy Beth Suhr 
Benjamin Ryan Swanson COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS Gary Lee Hunt Mark Andrew Lichtenberg Patrick J Tabbert Bachelor of Arts Francis M. Shu Rose A Van Hook in Art History Pathe S. Sow David Joseph Wager Craig Edward Wellbrock Susan D. Kiscoan Yoshio Umeki 
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